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by Akira Toriyama With an entire planet for their battleground, Goku and Freeza continue their

showdown to see who's strongest in the universe! But Goku's determination turns to horror as he

realizes that Freeza has jus been toying with him. Just at 50%
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Akira Toriyama's first weekly series, Dr. Slump, has entertained generations of readers in Japan

since it was introduced in Shueisha's Weekly Shonen Jump magazine in 1980. A few years later, he

created his wildly popular Dragon Ball series, which brought him international success. Toriyama is

also known for his character designs for video games, including Dragon Warrior, Chrono Trigger

and Tobal No. 1.

i dont really want to spoil too much so i only added one image lol the product is super high quality

and came in really quick! even though im not finished with reading the series i just had to get this!

the art is fantastic and ive developed a great liking towards akira toriyama's art style. it gives me

such a nice feeling and this whole book seems fantastic! i cant wait to go through it completely



Delivery was fast and product was in great condition.The book itself is a must-have for any Dragon

Ball fan and has lots of great illustrations! The main focus is on the early adventurous of Goku & co.

so if you are looking for illustrations that revolve more around Z this might leave you wanting.I

personally think it's a great addition to the manga's i used to read as a kid and am very happy with

this purchase.It smells a little funny but it's not too strong (I assume its the paper it is printed on).

I loved the Dragon ball Z series and love how they put the manga's in this huge books. The

company vizbig is putting a lot of manga content in this books. If you love a good read and haven't

watch the dbz anime don't worry, reading it is as good.they also have the dragon ball series if you

also haven't seen or read the begging of the story of Goku's adventure with his friends, they have

them too.

Beautiful artwork and really wonderful if you are a Dragon Ball fan. My oldest is a fan and an artist

and we have wonderful conversations about the artwork and the anime while paging through this

book. A great present for anime fans, artist, or just a Dragon Ball fan. Love it!!

Again a happy Dad for wining a Best Dad Day, I really don't give a close look at the construction

and appearance of books, I just open them read what I need and put it back right? But when I

opened the box with my little one standing next to me and barely being able to contain the his urge

to push me down and out of his way as I gave it a look over I must say this book is well constructed

and the illustrations are top notch., this book is Awesome.,

Dragon Ball Full Color is the best release of the series ever made available in America. The artwork

has converted to color gorgeously and the page size / paper quality is phenomenal. The font used in

the text is also more appealing than what we've seen before and fits very nicely. This even puts the

Viz Big edition of the series to the trash by comparison.The only gripes I have is that the Japanese

versions of these volumes had new Q&A's with Akira Toriyama that have not been translated for the

English release. Also, there are some strange/unnecessary translation choices that were made in

previous editions that have carried over to this - the script hasn't really been revised. Piccolo talks in

a very bizarre way for this part of the story, then not much at all anymore from the time Nappa starts

fighting, moving forward. There's also a note on the first page mentioning this as a sequel to the

original Dragon Ball. The problem is, now the title to these volumes doesn't even have "Z" present,

so this note doesn't match the context it is set against.Besides those grips, I still consider this



release worth supporting and feel fans of the manga should seek it out to improve their collection

and provide incentive for Viz to continue releasing these. With any luck, the good folks there will

reconsider some of their censorship practices from later story arcs that showed up in previous

editions, particularly the use of "Hercule" (real name: Mr. Satan).

Everything you'd want to see from this guy. I never read the manga, so it's all newish stuff to me.

You get really solid, colorful poster work filling up pages as well as smaller-scale doodles and

figures. It's all professional work though - don't expect rough or sketchy pieces.Overall it's a lovely

book that breathes life into my work desk and gets the creative juices flowin!

Again a happy Dad for wining a Best Dad Day, I really don't give a close look at the construction

and appearance of books, I just open them read what I need and put it back right? But when I

opened the box with my little one standing next to me and barely being able to contain the his urge

to push me down and out of his way as I gave it a look over I must say this book is well constructed

and the book is writen in English the back to front reading style is cool and adds a little challenge for

my little boy., this book is Awesome.,
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